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"Not good!" Leon paled. The spiritual energy in his hands suddenly weakened as he started to break out in cold sweat.

"Mister Wolf, what happened?" Yuri was very curious to see why Leon was acting so strangely.

"I'm about to enter my weakened state. I can't hold on for much longer," Leon clenched his teeth and said. His face was getting

more and more pale. The sweat on his forehead indicated that he was on the brink of collapse!

The Dragon Pills' effects usually only lasted for two to three hours!

He already took the Dragon Pill when he was at the Golans. After so long, the effects of the Dragon Pill were already ending. The

spiritual and true energy in his body started to disperse!

However, he was at the most important point of dispelling the poison from Darius's body. If he stopped there, everything would

be pointless!

So, he was forced to clench his teeth and push through, but he was quickly losing control!

"Weakened state?" Yrui was taken aback when he heard that. He did not understand what Leon meant.

However, he could vaguely guess what was happening through Leon's condition at that moment. He guessed that Leon might

have spent too much energy when he was treating Darius. So, Leon might not have enough strength to continue!

"Mister Wolf, what do we do now? Can I help with anything?" Yuri said anxiously.

"You can transfer your power to me. I'll use your true energy to help treat Mister Hughes. It should be useful!" Leon said

seriously.

"Alright," Yuri answered. However, before he could do anything, the old man in the green shirt suddenly spoke.

"My power is much stronger, why don't I help you instead?" the old man said.

"Yes, that's even better!" Leon said hurriedly.

He knew that the old man was at the Almighty State. He was incredibly strong.

If the old man was willing to help, then it would be much better!

After that, the old man placed his hand on Leon's back before he pushed his true energy right into Leon's body.

With the help of the old man's true energy, Leon was much more spirited.

After that, he used the true energy from the old man and guided the poison within Darius's body. He used Ghost Point and the

effects of the Ganoderma to slowly get rid of the remaining poison within Darius's body.

After about ten minutes, with all of Leon's effort, the poison in Darius's body was finally completely gone!

However, since the poison already seeped into many of Darius's vital points, such as his internal organs, his body was still

damaged.

Even after Leon already cured him, Darius would probably need to rest for at least a month before he could recover!

"Alright! It's all done now! The poison in Mister Hughes' body was finally cured!" Leon looked happy. After that, he pulled his

hands back and started to get up.

Right after that, the old man pulled his true energy back as well!

Thump!

Without the support of the old man's true energy, the energy within Leon's body quickly dissipated. He suddenly stumbled and

fell to the ground. He looked so tired that he seemed like he was going to fall unconscious.

"Leon, are you fine?"

Iris and Snow were shocked when they saw what happened. They hurried over to help Leon up.

"I'm fine, I just entered my weakened state. Iris, help me bring a chair over. I need some rest," Leon said with a wry smile.
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